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Overview

• Multi-Turn Response Selection for Chatbots with Deep Attention 
Matching Network（ACL2018 ）

• One Time of Interaction May Not Be Enough: Go Deep with an 
Interaction-over-Interaction Network for Response Selection in 
Dialogues （ACL2019 ）

• Constructing Interpretive Spatio-Temporal Features for Multi-
Turn Response Selection（ACL2019 ）
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Fig from Deep Chit-Chat: Deep: Learning for ChatBots. Wei Wu and Rui Yan. EMNLP 2018



Problem Formalization
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Motivation & Contribution

• Existing models only consider the textual relevance, which suffers 
from matching response that latently depends on previous turns.

• RNN-based network is  too costly to use for capturing semantic 
representations.

• The authors jointly introduce self-attention and cross-attention in 
one uniform neural matching network.
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Conclusion

• Using stacked self-attention to harvest multi-grained semantic 
representations.

• Utilizing cross-attention to match with dependency information.

• DAM is a fast network which achieves the SOTA result.





one-time interaction not enough

• Existing methods are executed in a rather shallow manner.

• Matching between an utterance and a response candidate is 
determined only by one step of interaction on each type or each 
layer of representations.

• If a model extracts some matching information from utterance-
response pairs in one step of interaction, then by stacking 
multiple interaction blocks , the matching network can capture 
the semantic relationship between a context and a response 
candidate in a more comprehensive way.



Motivation & Contribution

• By stacking multiple interaction blocks , the matching network can 
capture the semantic relationship between a context and a 
response candidate in a more comprehensive way.

• This paper performs  matching  by  stacking  multiple interaction 
blocks,  and thus extends the shallow interaction in state-of-the-
art methods to a deep form.
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Summary

• Strength
• We present an interaction-over-interaction network (IoI) that lets 

utterance-response interaction in context-response matching go deep.
• A good example of stacked network using self-attention, cnn and gru. 

(Like GoogleNet)

• Weakness
• The params of IoI is futher larger than baseline model, so the 

improvement is uncertain.





Motivation

• In multi-turn dialogues, the next sentence is generally based on 
what was presented before and tends to match a recent local 
context. 

• This is because the topic in a conversation may change over time, 
and the effective matching between the dialogue may only 
appear in a local time period.

• This phenomena generally appear in video processing. Therefore, 
Each turn of dialogue can be regarded as a frame of a video.



Contribution

• The first work that representations of the dialogue context and 
candidate answers are learned through from dual encoders, and 
deep 3D ConvNets.

• The Spatio-Temporal Matching block (STM) models local 
semantic relation between each turn of dialog and candidates by 
soft-attention mechanism.
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Spatio-Temporal Matching block



Experiment



Summary

• Strength
• The model applies spatio-temporal matching block to measure the 

matching degree of a pair of context and candidate.
• 3D CNN is used to model the multi-turn at the first time.

• Weakness
• A simple attempt of 3D CNN, the result isn’t good enough.
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